Many image anlysis problems can be successfully performed by pattern recognition systems designed to classify an input pattern into one of several categories. This paper proposes an algorithm for the recognition of two dimensional solid polygons including those of variable dimensions and/or orientations. The introduced software of the proposed algorithm, in basic language, includes the subroutines for pattern creation, noise insertion, noise cleaning, feature extraction, and classification. The proposed algorithm is tested for more than 10 patterns and in all cases the results are satisfactory.
INTRODUCTION
This work is intended for the analysis, classification, and identification of two dimensional solid polygon patterns according to a set of stored pattern classes. For the analysis of these patterns, the acquired image is first high frequency filtered through convolution with a difference operator mask, for extracting its contour. The histogram of the filtered image is then calculated and used for specifying a suitable threshold level for quantizing the image into a binary one. Finally, the associated noises are cleaned through filteration and masking.
The classification of patterns depends upon the selection of a suitable feature vector completely characterizing the pattern to be classified. This selection must satisfy simplicity, ease of calculation, time saving and efficiency. The identification of input patterns is performed through the comparison of its feature vector with those of the stored patterns and deciding whether it matches with one of them or not. In the latter case the feature vector of the examined pattern is saved as a new pattern for further classification.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Due to lack of an image acquisition system , the patterns to be classified and/or identified are created using computer simulation. The proposed algorithm, thus, comprises five stages for performing the allocated task, sequenced as follows:
1-Pattern creation 2-Noise insertion 3-Noise cleaning 4-Feature extraction 5-Classification and/or identification
Pattern creation:
The pattern is created by establishing the number and length of sides, the angles between sides, and the corresponding _J coordinates, (Fig.2.1 ).
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Image noise can be divided into several distinct categories, but it may occur as combination of these types in actual images. Two basic types are considered in this paper, namely random noise and isolated noise. Random noise, characterized by its statistical variation in gray level from pixel to pixel, may originate due to electronic components such as detectors and amplifiers. Isolated bad pixels or lines in digital images can be caused by bit loss in data transmission. The pixels affected by noise are either a zero-gray level, indicating data loss, or a maximum gray level, indicating saturation. This type of noise is simulated using a random noise generator.
Noise cleaning (Suppression):
Low-pass spatial filters can reduce random noise by averaging several pixels. If the noise is uncorrelated from pixel to pixel, its variance will be reduced by the low-pass filter. Isolated noise can be removed by comparing each pixel with its neighbours and deciding whether the pixel is bad or good according to its deviation from the neighbouring pixels. If a pixel or line is bad it can be replaced by the nearest good L _J as follows : 
CONCLUSION
digital image processing and pattern recognition are now widely used in industry , medicine, defence , and others as they are the heart of any intellegent machine. This paper presents an algorithm for the analysis of two dimensional polygon patterns of different scales and varying orientation. The proposed software is tested for more than ten patterns and in all cases the results are satisfactory .The continuation of this work includes the development of the proposed algorithm for the analysis of patterns with curved sections and/or with nonhomogeneous density (i.e. containing holes).
